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Given Q an open bounded domain in lRn with sufficiently smooth boundary T, we consider the

nonhomogeneous Euler-Bemoulli equation in the solution w (t,x):

w„ + A2w = 0 in Q = (0,°°) x Í2 (a)

w(0,-) = wo ; w,(0,-) = w1 in Í2 (b)

'

w I =gi e L2(I) = L2((0,oo);L2(r)) on E = (0,°°) x T (c) Í1)
'l

-trls=^=o °nz w
We seek to express the nonzero control function g¡ as as suitable linear feedback applied to the velo¬

city w„ i.e., w I = Fw„ such that Fw, e L2( (0,°°); L2(T)), and the corresponding closed loop system

obtained by using such a feedback in (1) generates a C0-semigroup which decays uniformly exponentially

to zero as in the uniform topology of Z = [ID{AVi)Y x |/D(A3'4)]':

|| w(i),w,(0 II z ^Ce|| [ h’o.h’! ] || z for all /> 0 and some C, 8 > 0 (2)
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Having identified the candidate Fw, = -—[A(A 3/2w,)], where A is the operator defined by

Af = A2/; ID(A)= { fe L2(Q): A2/e L2(Q), /| =J£| = 0 }, we prove two stabilization results,
the second of which (2) is the goal of this thesis and implies the first However, we include both results to

illustrate a contrast in modem day control methods.

Specifically if the domain £2 satisfies a radial vector field assumption

(jc—JC0) • v > y > 0 on r (3)
where v is the outward unit normal vector, we prove strong stabilization, i.e., solutions go to zero in the

strong topology ofZ : lim || [w(f),w,(0] II X = 0, by the use of a Hilbert space decomposition for contrac-
t—>oo

tive semigroups. Finally, if Q. satisfies (3), we obtain the desired uniform stabilization (2) via a change of

variables followed by the use of multipliers.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION, PRELIMINARIES, STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS

LI Introduction And Literature

Let Q be an open bounded domain in IRn, n typically > 2, with sufficiently smooth boundary T. In

Q we consider the Euler-Bemoulli mixed problem in w(t,x) on an arbitrary time interval (0,7’ ]:

w„ + A2w = 0 in (0,T] x fi (a)

w(0, x) = w0(x); w,(0, x) = Wi (x) in Q 0b)

w(t,a) = gx(t,o) on (0,7] x r (c)

|^(/,a) = g2(i, ct) on (0,7] X r (d)

with non-homogeneous forcing terms (control functions g\ and g2 in the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary

conditions). In (l.ld), v denotes the unit normal to T pointed outward. Recently there has been a keen

resurgence of interest (e.g. [L-L.l], [R.3] and references cited therein) in the theory of plate equations, of

which the Euler-Bemoulli equation (1.1a) is a canonical model, presumably stimulated by two main

sources:

i) renewed studies in the dynamics, feasibility, and implementation of so-called large scale flexible

structures envisioned to be employed in space;

ii) recent mathematical advances in regularity theory of second order mixed hyperbolic problems

(canonically, the wave equation of both Dirichlet Type [L.8] [L-T.8] [L-T.9] [L-L-T.l] and of Neu¬

mann type [L-T.8], [L-T.9], [L-T.10], [L-T.13], [L-T.14], [L-T.15], [S.l]) withL2 -boundary data.

In either case, a prime thrust of motivation has come from dynamical control studies, at either an

engineering or a theoretical level. With reference to the specific problem (1.1), we cite, [L.7], [L-T.l],

[L-T.2] for optimal regularity theory and exact controllability theory with respect to classes of interest for

the initial data [ w'o.w'j ] and for the boundary data [gi,g2], which markedly improved upon prior litera¬

ture [L-M], Our interest in the present work is on the problem of boundary feedback uniform stabilization
- 1 -
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for the dynamics (1.1) by explicit feedback operators, to be more properly defined below. Our results are

fully consistent with the corresponding exact controllability results [L-T.l], [L-T.2], not only with respect

to the function spaces for [g\,g2] and [w,w(] as mentioned above, but also with respect to the lack of

geometrical conditions on £2 when both g j and g 2 are active, or else with respect to the presence of similar

geometrical conditions on £2 when only g t is active and g2 is taken g2 = 0. This consistency is most desir¬

able, and indeed has to be expected, in view of the known relationship between exact controllability and

uniform stabilization for time reversible dynamics such as (1.1) [R.l] [R.2]. We note, in passing, that uni¬

form stabilization of problem (1.1) by means of a feedback operator (acting on [w.w,]) which is defined in

terms of the algebraic Riccati operator (which arises in the study of the optimal quadratic cost problem on

(0,°°)) was already achieved in the abstract treatment of [F-L-T.l], Mathematically the present work is

guided by and partially rests upon techniques developed in two main sources:

(i) the studies of exact controllability [L-T.l], [L-T.2] for problem (1.1);

(ii) the study of uniform stabilization of the wave equation with boundary feedback in the Dirichlet

boundary conditions [L-T.4] and in the Neumann boundary conditions [T.l],

Of course these studies have to be seen in the context of recent investigations including:

a) uniform stabilization of the wave equation with feedback in the Neumann boundary conditions

[C.l], [C.2], [L.4], [L.5], [L-T.4. sect 4];

b) regularity theory for hyperbolic equations in [L.8], [L-T.8], [L-T.9], [L-L-T.l], as well as

corresponding exact controllability theory [L.6], [L-T.l2], [H.l], [T.2], [T.3];

c) exact controllability results for Euler-Bemoulli equations with different boundary conditions

[L.6], [L.7], [L-T.6], [L-L.l]; and, finally,

d) corresponding optimal quadratic cost problems [D-L-T.l], [L-T.l 1], [F-L-T.l],

A point of view which we stress is the following: we choose g 1 in ‘open loop’ form to be in

L2((0,7-);L2(O), T < OO. This determines that the corresponding solution of problem (1.1) with

w0 = H'1=g2 = 0 satisfies [w.w,] e C([0, T]; Z), where Z is the space identified in (1.7) below. This is

an optimal regularity result [L.7], [L-T.2], Next, we choose g2 such that the corresponding solution of
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(1.1) with gi = w0 = Wj = 0 also produces [w,w,] g C([0, 7]; Z), again as an optimal regularity result

This leads to [w,w,] e Z and g2 e L2( (0,7); H~\T)) [L.7], [L-T.l] [L-T.2],

In other words, only one choice is made, that gx e L2( (0,7) ; L2(V)); then, we work with data and

solutions in the corresponding optimal spaces. Our solution of the uniform stabilization problem below is

fully consistent with these ‘open loop’ considerations: uniform stabilization will be achieved in the space

Z with controls in feedback form gx e L2( (0,°°); L2(F)) and g2 e L2( (0,°°); //”'(r)), (see Theorem

1.2 below). However, the present thesis will treat only the case gi e L2( (0,°°); L2(T)) in feedback form

and g2 = 0, leaving the more general case to our successive effort [B-T.l],

We finally point out that other uniform stabilization problems for plate equations have been/are being

considered following Lagnese-Lions recent monograph [L-L.l] on plates [L.l], [L.3]. In these works,

however, different boundary conditions occur, typically of higher order, e.g., Aw and As a conse-
ov

quence, uniform stabilization results are sought and obtained in higher topologies on £2 (so called

corresponding ‘energy spaces’). The problem considered in this thesis with boundary conditions as in

(1.1c), (l.ld) of lower order have a natural (and optimal, in fact) setting in very low topologies on £2; see

the optimal space below. This produces additional mathematical difficulties. To overcome these obstacles,

it will be necessary to introduce a new variable, the variable p below in (3.3), which lifts the topologies on

£2 to the level where the multiplier techniques which were successfully used in [L-T.l], [L-T.2] for the

corresponding exact controllability problem are applicable. A similar lifting was employed in the case of

the uniform stabilization problem for wave equations with Dirichlet feedback in the (low, but optimal)

topology L2(£2) x /Y"1 (£2) [L-T.4],

1.2 Formulation of the Uniform Stabilization Problem and Main Statements

Throughout the paper we let < , >n denote the L2(£2)-inner product with associated norm

|| || q, and < , >r denote the L2(I>inner product with associated norm || || r. In addition, L(£2)

denotes the Hilbert space of all bounded linear operators on L2(Q) and L(T,£2) denotes the Hilbert space

of all bounded linear operators from L2(T) into L2(Q). Finally, L(X) will denote the Banach space of all

bounded linear operators on X.
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We begin by letting A: ID(A) c ¿2(Q) -> ¿2(íl) be the positive, self-adjoint operator defined by

Af= A2/; D(.A) =H\Q.)nHl(.Q) (1.2)

With the operator A defined as such, it then follows that [ L-T.2, Appendix C ]

ZD(A1M) = Hq(Q) = {feH'(Q) : /| =0 } (1.3)

/D(A3'4) = V= {/6//3(Q) :/|r=-^|r = 0 } (1.4)
where we use = to denote norm equivalence.
Thus, for fe 1D(A1H)

1/2

ll/lllXA*)= II^'VIL = ||/||W;(Q)= { IV/|2rfi2 } (1.5)

where the last equivalence follows by Poincare inequality.
Similarly for/e ©(A3"1)

1/2

ll/llf**) = II A3'4/1| q = { Jq I V(A/I2d£2 } (1.6)
As suggested by [L-T.l], [L-T.2], our optimal space in which to study stabilization will be,

Z = H~l (fi) xV'= [/D(A "*)]' x [ZD(A3/4)]' (1.7)

where ' denotes duality with respect to the L2{Q.) topology. Next, let g\=g2 = 0 in (1.1). Then, the

corresponding evolution of (1.1) is governed by the operator

which generates a strongly continuous unitary group ( on the space ID(Am)xL2(Q) with domain

ZD(A0) = /D(A)x/D(A1'2) and hence ) on the space Z of our interest with domain

ZD(Ao) = ID (Aw) x [ZD(A1/4)]' = Hl0 (Q) x H~l (Q). We denote this unitary group by e . Thus, the free

solutions of (1.1) with gj = g2 - 0 are norm-preserving in Z:

II [w(0,w,(0] II z= II e^’\ wq.Wj ] || z = II [w0,wi ] ||z. for all fe R

With this well-known result at hand, we can state the aim of the paper. Motivated by and consistent

with the function spaces in the optimal regularity and exact controllability theory of (1.1) [L.7], [L-T.l],

[L-T.2], we shall study the question of existence and construction of explicit boundary feedback operators

F x and F2 based on the ‘velocity’ w,
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(1.9)

(1.10)

^i(w,)eL2((O,-) -,L\D)
F2(w,)eL2((0,~) ¡//''(O)

such that the boundary feedback functions

*i=^i(w»), gi = F2(yv,) (1.11)

once inserted in (1.1 c-d) produce a (feedback) C0-semigroup e^! which is exponentially stable in the uni¬

form operator norm L(Z) of the space Z in (1.7): namely, there exist constants M > 1,8 > 0 such that for

all t>0

IUa'IIl(z,s«í-“ (u.s.)

We then say that such operators F x and F2 uniformly (exponentially) stabilize the original norm¬

preserving (conservative) dynamics (1.1) with gj = g2 = 0.

A weaker concept is that of ‘strong stabilization’, by which we seek operators Ft and F2 as in

(1.11) such that once inserted in (1.1 c-d) produce a (feedback) C0-semigroup e^‘ on Z which decays

strongly to zero.

\\e^1 || z —^ 0 ast —for all z g Z (S.S)

We note that for compact semigroups such as those arising in parabolic equations on a bounded

domain £1, the concept of stability in the strong topology (even weak topology) is equivalent to the concept

of stability in the uniform topology. However, for second order hyperbolic problems and plate problems

such as (1.1), the two concepts of strong and uniform stability are distinct. For recent optimal results on

the lack of uniform stabilization, see [T.5], [T.6].

Choice of Operators F, and F

It is justified in Chapter 2 in the case of F x and in [B-T.l] in the general case that the following

choices ofFl and F 2
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gx =Fl(wl) = -kl(x)G\Ainwt = -kl(x)G\AA-3nwl = -kl(x)—:L^-!-L\ (U2)

g 2 =P^¡) = -k2(x)h2G'2AA-'!'rlwt = ¿2(^)A2A(/4^w,)| (1.13)■l

provide reasonable candidates for the uniform stabilization problem of (1.1), in the sense that the closed

loop feedback dynamics with (1.12) and (1.13) inserted in (1.1c) and (l.ld), respectively, is well-posed in

the semigroup sense in Z and the Z-norm of all of its solutions originating in Z decreases as t +°° (this,

however, does not say that such Z-norms decreases to zero as t —» -k», (strong stabilization), let alone in

the uniform norm of L(Z) ). To show this conclusion will be our major task in Chapter 3, at least in the

case where g2 = 0 at the outset. In (1.12), (1.13) we have that:

a) ki(x) = smooth functions on T, k¡(x) > 0 ; (1.14)

b) A : (onto) isomorphism //*(!") -»IIs 1 (T)> self-adjoint on L2(D (U5)

so that
1/2

\

llA*llrcn= IUII n\r>= {Jrlv<j«l2dr (1.16)

where V6 denotes the tangential gradient on T;
c) The operators G] are the adjoints, in the sense that

< G¡g, z >a = < g , G\z >r, g e L2(D, z e L2(Q) (1.17)

of the operators Gt defined by:

A2x = 0 in Q (a)

Gig=x if and only if xI = g] on T
•r

(b) (1.18)

-^1 =0 onTL 3v lr
(c)

A2y = 0 in Q (a)

G2g=y if and only if- y I =0 on T
•r

(b) (1.19)

l^lr*S!0,,r (c)
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Elliptic theory [L-M, Vol. 1] gives for any s e R

G\ : continuous H*(T) 1/2(Q)
G2 : continuous HS(T) ->//, + 3/2(fi)

Moreover, by Green’s theorem it is proved that [L-T.2, Lemma 2.0 and Lemma 4.0, respectively]

(1.20)

(1.21)

(1.22)

G'2Af=~(Af) I , / g ID(A) (1.23)
•r

Identities (1.22), (1.23) are used in the last step of (1.12), (1.13), respectively. Thus, the resulting candi¬

date feedback system, whose stability properties in Z we shall investigate is,

w„ + A2w = 0 in (0,oo) x Q = Q (a)

w(0,x) = w0(x); w,(0,x) = WjCx) in Q (b)

1 , , s 3A(A"ww,) |
Sv ( on (0,°o) x T = Z (c) (1.24)

on E (d)

Using the techniques of [T.4], problem (1.24) can be re-written more conveniently in abstract form as

A-1 0 'I -A -A[kxG,G\A-m + k2G2\2G'2A-m]

D(A) = { y e Z : Ay eZ }
A more explicit description ofD(A) will be given below. Our main results are as follows.

(1.25)

(1.26a)

(1.26b)

Theorem LI

(i) Well-posedness on Z

The operator A in (1.26) is dissipative on Z = [7D(A1/4)]' x [ID{A3/4)]', see (1.7), and satisfies here:

range (XI-A)=z for X > 0. Thus, by Lumer-Phillips theorem [P], A generates a strongly continuous

contraction semigroup e^‘ on Z, and the resolvent operator /?(X; A) is compact on Z, for ReX> 0.
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Moreover 0 e p(A), the resolvent set of A.

(ii) Boundedness of feedback operators

For [ vvo.H’j ] e Z, we have

more precisely

, 3A(A 3/2w,)
kxGxA-iaw, =kx—^—- e L2( (0,°°) ;L2(T))3v

k2A2G*2A~mw, = k2A2A(Aiawt) e L\ (0,°°);H~\T))

2

z

(1.27)

(1.28)

(1.29)

(1.30)

J0 \\kxG\A-mw,\?Tdt< || [h'o.h'i ] ||
JQ II k2A2G2A'mw, ||2rdt < || [ w0,w, ] || z

The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Chapter 2, in the case of g2 = 0, and in [B-T.l] in the general

case.

Theorem 1,2 ( Uniform stabilization on Z with both feedback operators in the absence of geometrical con¬

ditions on £2)

The following property holds for the feedback problem (1.24), or (1.25), (1.26): there are constants

M > 1 and 8 > 0 such that for all t>0

II |W(0|U(ol II z = (1.31)

Theorem 1.3 ( Uniform stabilization on Z with only the first feedback operator gx and g2 = 0, in the pres¬

ence of geometrical conditions on Q).

Consider the feedback problem (1.1) with gx given by (1.12) while g2 = 0. Then there is a constant

8 > 0 such that the uniform decay (1.31) holds true, provided Q satisfies the following geometrical condi¬

tion (radial vector field assumption):

there exists a pointx0 e Rn such that (x-x0) ’V >y>0on T (1.32)

Theorem 1.3 is the main result proved in this thesis. It may be extended to more general domains £2

which satisfy a weaker geometrical condition than (1.32), expressed in terms of a more general vector field

than the class of radial fields (jc-x0). This will be done in [B-T.l], Also Theorem 1.2--the general result
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with two feedback operators and no geometrical condition-will likewise appear in [B-T.l], Instead, in

Chapter 2 of this thesis we shall also prove a strong stabilization result (Theorem 2.10) with gj as in (1.12),

( and ¿!=1 ) and g2 = 0, under the same geometrical assumption (1.32). Though the strong stabilization

result of Theorem 2.10 in Chapter 2 is implied by the uniform stabilization result of Theorem 1.3 in

Chapter 3, we feel that its inclusion in this thesis is justified by the following considerations. It shows ‘how

far’ the purely operator techniques-based on the operator model (1.25), (1.26) and the Nagy-Foias-Foguel

decomposition for contraction semigroups-can be carried out along the lines of arguments first used for

boundary control problems for second order hyperbolic equations in [L-T.16], [L-T.17], [L-T.4] and also in

[T.l] for different feedback operators. A new obstacle arises, however, in the case of plate problems

(fourth order in the space variable rather than second order in space as in hyperbolic problems) at the level

of excluding the presence of eigen-values along the imaginary axis. This is Lemma 2.7, where only three

homogeneous boundary conditions (2.31b-c-d) are in place for the ‘eigen-problem’ (2.31a), as opposed to

the four homogeneous boundary conditions for a fourth order operator covered by standard theory. (In pre¬

vious arguments for second order hyperbolic problems as in [L-T.16], [L-T.17], [L-T.4], [T.l], the

corresponding ‘eigen-problem’ has two homogeneous boundary conditions for a second order operator and

hence is covered by standard theory). A novelty is then that Lemma 2.7 uses a multiplier technique proof,

which is supported by the exact controllability problem [L-T.l], [L-T.2], as applied however to the (sta¬

tionary) elliptic problem this time. It is the multiplier technique that requires the geometrical condition

(1.32) in the proof of Lemma 2.7. Lemma 2.7 appears to be new in elliptic theory. This fact alone would

justify its inclusion here, even though Lemma 2.7 plays only a secondary role in the problem of stabiliza¬

tion considered here, as it leads only to strong stabilization (Theorem 2.10). It is through the more ela¬

borate and lengthier arguments of Chapter 3-which are necessitated by use of the same multiplier applied

to the feedback dynamics (1.24)-that we will eventually obtain the uniform stabilization result of Theorem

1.3.



CHAPTER 2
WELL-POSEDNESS AND STRONG STABILIZATION

2,1 Preliminaries. Choice of Stabilizing Feedback

Let Q be an open bounded domain in //?", n>2 with sufficiently smooth boundary T. Consider the

nonhomogeneous problem in the solution w (t,x):

w„ + A2w - 0 in Q = (0,°o) x Q (a)

w(0,-) = w0 w,(0,-) = w1 in ii (b)

w| =g1eL2(£) = L2((0,oo);¿2(r))
■l

on E = (0,oo) x T (c) (2.1)

dw I „

on E (d)

The goal of this chapter is to obtain strong stabilization of the system (2.1) via a closed-loop feedback g j

based on the velocity w,. However, the optimal function space in which to work (a cross product space for

position and velocity) is obtained from the exact controllability result to be summarized below.

First, we define the positive, self-adjoint operator A: ID(A) c L2(il) —> L2(Q) by

Af = A2/ (2.2a)

2D(A)= {/eL2(£2):A2/eL2(Q), /|^ = J£| =o} s O//§(Q) (2.2b)
Since Q is bounded in Rn, then A has compact resolvent R( X ; A). Also, if Af= 0 for / 6 ID {A) then by

(A.O) and (2.1c,d) we have

0=<Af, f>n = < A(A/) , / >n

= < A/, Af >q + < f>r-< Af, >r

= < Af, A/>q = ||A/||¿

- 10-
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This implies/= 0, so therefore,
A~x e L(Q) (2.3)

Next, we let

and consider the space Z = H '(Í2) x V. As shown in [L-T.2], Z can be characterized by using equivalent

norms as

Z = [ID(Am)]' x [2D(A3'4)]'
where ' denotes duality with respect to the ¿2(í2)-topology.

(2.4b)

The norms on these spaces are given by

(2.5)

IMI £>(*“) = IU“*lln; II X II (zdcaP)]' = IU Min a,p>0 (2.5)

Below we state the regularity result as well as the exact controllability result.

Theorem 2.0 (Regularity) ÍL.71. fL-T.21

Consider the problem (2.1) subject to [w0.wJeZ, gx e L2( (0,7); L2(T)),

g2 e L2((0,7) ;//_1(r)). Then the map {w0,w^gi,g2} -> [w(i),w,(i)] 6 C([0,7] ;Z) is continuous

for any 0 <T <°°. □

Theorem 2.1 (Exact Controllability) fL-T.21

(i) Assume there exists a point x0 e Rn such that (x-x0) • v > y > 0 on T where v is the unit out¬

ward normal vector. Let 0 < T < °° be arbitrary. If [wo,^ ] e Z arbitrary, then there exists a suitable con¬

trol function gj e L2( (0,T); L2(F)), such that the corresponding solution of (2.1) with g2 = 0 satisfies

w(T,-) = w,(T,-) = 0 and in addition [w.w,] e C( [0,7]; Z )

(ii) The same conclusion holds true without geometrical conditions if g 2 is taken within the class of

L2( (0,7) ;//-’(r)) controls. □

By time reversibility, we see that at any finite 7 the totality of all solution points [w(T),w,(T)} of

problem (1.1) with w0 = W] = 0 fills all of the space Z when either g[ runs over all of L2( (0,7); L2(T))
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and g2=0 under geometrical conditions on Q, or else when lg\,gj} nins over all of

L2((P,T);L2(r))xL2((P,T)]H~l(T)) without geometrical conditions. Therefore, since the space of

exact controllability is the space of maximal regularity, we seek stabilization in exactly this space Z.

We define the "energy" E(t) for the dynamics (2.1) over the space Z = [K){A1/4)]' x [lD(Ayi)]' by

IW (t) I o 2 2w,(i)l HZ = II II [D(A'*)Y X II w‘® II [©(A*4)]'
= IU-1/4w(0l£+ IU'“w,(0||q (2.6)

dE
Next we seek a candidate gi which at least produces —— < 0, i.e., energy "decrease." This does not,

at

however, guarantee lim E(t) = 0 (which is precisely strong stability of (2.1)), let alone uniform stability.

Remark 2.2

Below we shall show well-posedness in Z, with g2 = 0. Then since w, e [/D(A3/4)]', it follows that

A ~yiw, = A 3/4A 3/4w, e ID (A3/4) = V. Therefore, A 3,2w, satisfies the required boundary conditions.

A-3'2w, (2.7)

By writing E(t)= < A 1,4w , A I,4w >a + < A 3/4w,, A 3Mw, >n and differentiating with respect to t

we have that

- < A~Mw , A-1,4w( >n + < A-3/4w„ , A^w, >n
2 ai

by (2.1a)

= < w , A_1/2w, >a~< Aw , A'^w, >n = < w , A'1,2w, >n - < A(Aw), A'3/2w, >n

by (A.O)

= < w , A~ll2w¡ >n - < -^f-(Aw), A_3/2w, >r - < Aw , ^-(A_3/2w,) >r + < Aw , A(A~iawt) >n
dv ov

by (2.7)

= < w , A iaw, >q - < Aw , A(A mw,) >n
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by (A.O)

= < w, A'mwt >a - < . A(A'3,2h',) >r ~ < w , -^j[A(A 3nw,)] >r + < w, A2(A~y2wt) >a
= < w , A inw, >q + < w , -^-[¿(A-3'2^)] >r - < w , A mwt >n = < w , -^-[A(A~3/2w,)] >rdv dv

Therefore, by selecting the simplest choice

w\ =Si = - -^-[ACA-30^,)]11 ov
(2.8)

We obtain — = -2 11 g j ||í. <0, our desired energy decrease. □
at 1

Next we will show how our feedback can be expressed in terms of an operator (Green map) which

acts from boundary r to interior Q. Following [L-T.1],[L-T.2] we define G j : L2(V) -» L2(Q) by

£ il o in Q (a)

Gig =y if and only if • y =g
■r

on r (b) (2.9)

r

il o on r (c)

We quote the following Lemma which will be used below.

Lemma 2,3 ÍL-T.21

Let Gj :L2(Q) -»L2(r) denote the continuous operator defined by

<G]g, v>Q = <g, G\v >r, g e L2(T), v e L2(Q), i.e., G\ is the adjoint of G\. Then

Gji4/=-|j-(A/)| for/e ZD(A) (2.10)
Now using (2.8) and (2.10) we see that

W\ =-^[MA-mw,)] = -G\A(A-y2w,) = -G\A-l,2Wl (2.11)
Using elliptic theory [ L-M, Vol I, p. 188 ] we have that for any s real

Gi : continuous HS(T) -»H1 + 1/2(Q) (2.12a)
and in particular for s - 0

G] : continuous L2(f) —» //1/2(Q) (2.12b)
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We also have that by duality on (2.12a) with s = - 3/2 that

G\ : continuous //¿(Í2)->//3,2(r) (2.13)

so that (2.12a), (2.13) imply

G,Gl : continuous ©(A **) =//¿ (Q) ->//2(Q) (2.14)
to be used below (2.17b) in the description of the domain of the feedback generator.

2,2 Well-Posedness and Semigroup Generation

First we want to introduce an abstract operator model for problem (2.1). According to [T.l], [T.4],

problem (2.1) with g 2 = 0 admits the following abstract versions:

as a second order equation

w = -A [w-Gjg^-A [w + GxG\A-mw] (2.15a)
or else as a first order system

[w, w] eZ = [/D(A1M)]'x [©(A3'4)]' (2.15b)

|° I .where A = l-A -AG\G\A~xa\ (2.16)

More explicitly if y € ©(A) then we can write

1 0 7I1 i>i + G\Amy2.Ay = 1 -A o|II 1 (2.17a)

Thus, /0(A) = { [y, , y2]eZ:y2e [©(A1/4)]' and-A [yx + G1G'lA~iay2] e [©(A*4)]' ,i.e„

y, +GXG\A-my 2 e /D(A1/4) = //¿ (Q) which implies yx e H\SH)} (2.17b)

The operator A defined above is our candidate to be the generator of a feedback semigroup. The first step

in this direction is the following Lemma.

Lemma 2,5

The operator A is dissipative on Z = [!D(A1/4)]' x [£)(A3'4)]'.
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Proof

Let z e Z, then using below the skew-adjointness of | q | we *iave f°r 2 6 ®(A)

Re< Ai, i>z=Re< |“ 'n;;i.i;;i>z
i° 0 nZii iZii

+Re< lO -AGjGjAI/2I U2I ’ Ul >Z
=0-< AGjGtA-^zz, z2 >[/D(A3,4)]' = < A-3'4AG,GÍA-1/2z2, A"3/4z2 >a

= - || G\A~iaz2 ||p <0 and dissipativity holds. □

The above proof is a reformulation of our argument below (2.7). Now we come to our result on semigroup

generation.

Theorem 2,6

(i) The dissipative operatorA in (2.16) also satisfies range (XI - A) = Z on Z for X > 0.

Thus, by the Lumer-Phillips Theorem [P], A generates a C0-semigroup of contractions e^‘ on Z, t >0

and the solution of (2.1),(2.11) is given by

and in fact

,w(r, w0 , wO, A .Wo,
,, \l=e M I all / >0, [w0 , wj]eZ|w,(f. Wo. w,)| |Wi I 01

|W0, 2

(ii) The resolvent operator R( X; A) ofA is given by
i -w1

R(X;A)=
P(X)-]AU-i

- v(X)-1 xv^r'A-1
where V(X) = (I + XG ]G*A'm + X2A~

(2.18a)

IUAí| °| II Z =E(0 = f f IA-1Mwl2+ IA-^vv,!2} dil (2.18b)I W] |

(2.19a)

(2.19b)

at least for all X satisfying ReX > 0 . Moreover X = 0 belongs to the resolvent set of A and R(X; A) is

compact on Z.
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(iii) If the domain £2 is such that there exists a point x0 e ¡Rn such that

(jc-jco) • v > y > 0 on T (2.20)

then R( X; A) is well-defined and compact on Z also on the imaginary axis and hence, for all X satisfying

ReX> 0. Thus, the spectrum (point) ofA satisfies

a(A) c { X: ReX < 0 } (2.21)

Remark

A stronger result will follow below once we prove our uniform stabilization Theorem 1.3, that in fact

o(A)c { X:ReX< - S < 0 }. □

Proof of Theorem 2.6

Dissipativity of A on Z was already shown in Lemma 2.5. Next, fix X > 0 and let z e Z and we

want to solve (XI - A)y = z, i.e.,

Xy1-y2 = z1e [©(A1*)]' (2.22a)

A(y, +GlG*A-ll2y2) + Xy2 = z2 e [©(A3*)]' (2.22b)

for y e ID{A). We apply A-1 to (2.22b), multiply (2.22a) by X and subtract to obtain:

V(X)y2 - XA-’z2 - z, e [£>(A1M)]' (2.23)
with V(X) defined in (2.19b).

We next note that L(A.) is boundedly invertible on [ID(A1/4)]' since equivalently

A1I4V(X)A1,4 =1 + XA~WG\G\A~xi* + X2A~l is boundedly invertible on L2(i2) (being self-adjoint, strictly

positive on Lz(£2)) with inverse

A"1'4r1WAw e L(Q)
Thus, from (2.23)

y2 = K-'(X)(XA-1z2-z1)e [/D(Am)]'
which then inserted in (2.22a) yields

r

I-V~\X)

(2.24)

(2.25)

y\ = zl+V-\X)A-'z2 (2.26)



Then (2.19a) follows from (2.25) and (2.26). Note that from (2.22b) and (2.25) that

yl+G1G\A-My2=A-1z2-U-1y2e D(A'“) (2.27)

So that recalling (2.17b) we see that from (2.25) and (2.27) it is verified that y e ZD(A). The compactness

of R(X; A) on Z is readily seen from (2.19a) to be equivalent to compactness on L2(Q) of the following

operators:

AUA(I -V~l(K))A114 (2.28a)

A-1My_1(X)A-1/4 = A wV-\X)AmA~m (2.28b)
A -3MV~' (X)A1/4 = A -mA -1MV1 (k)A1/4 (2.28c)

A V~l (X)A -m = A ~mA "1/4V-1 (X)A1,4A ~m (2.28d)

First, compactness of the operators (2.28b-c-d) on L2(Q) is plain from (2.24) and A “ , a > 0 being

compact on L2(il). For (2.28a) apply V~l (X) on (2.19b) so that

I = V~1 (X) + XV-1 (X)G,G\A-m + X2V~x (X)A
and then

Am[I- V-1 (X) ] A1,4 = XA-1/4F_1 (X)G ,GlA 1/4 + X2A"1MF_1 (X)A-3M
= XA^V-\X)AmA-^GxG\A~l'A + X2A-1/4F"‘(X)A 1,4A_1

which is compact on L2(Q) by (2.34) since A_1/4G jG*A 1,4 e L(il) □

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.6, we must show that ct(A) does not contain any points on the

imaginary axis (we already know that a(A) does not contain points in { ReX > 0 } since A is the genera¬

tor of a contraction semigroup).

Thus, we need to show that

V(X)-1 e L( [ZD(A1/4)]') for X = ir , r e IR , r *0 (2.29)

To this end let x g [ID(A1/4)]' and suppose V(X)x = 0 for X = ir. Then from (2.19b),

0 = < F(X)x , x >[ID(AW)]’
= < x , x >[2D(A‘'4)]' +ir< GxG\A~mx , x >[¡D(A"*)Y ~ *2< , x >[JD(AW)Y
= < A~mx , x >n +ir || G*A“1/2x ||^. -r2< A~mx , x >a

Since the middle term in (2.30) is purely imaginary we must have that via (2.10)

(2.30)
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Also, we have that by (2.30), A mx = r2A mx, i.e.,
Ax = r2x (2.32)

which means that x must be an eigenvector of A say x = en with eigenvalue r2. Therefore, since

en e ID (A) we have that it satisfies the two zero boundary conditions associated with ID{A) (see (2.2b)), as

well as (2.31). Therefore, the following Lemma will complete the proof of Theorem 2.6.

Lemma 2.7

Let X = r2 > 0 and suppose Q satisfies the radial vector field assumption (2.20). Then the problem

3-II-e- in Q (a)

<t>| =o on r (b)
■r

oII
u

on r (c)

3(A*)| =0oV 1 p
on r (d)

(2.33)

has only the trivial solution <j> = 0.

Notes

1. Since A ~y2x = A ~3l2eH = ry2e„ ; (2.33d) follows from (2.31).

2. The above Lemma is not covered by standard elliptic theory since only three boundary conditions,

instead of four, are involved for the fourth-order elliptic operator in (2.33).

3. Recall that as given in Appendix C, if h(x) = (x-x0) then

II (x) = 1 (identity matrix)
div h - n - dim Í2

(2.34a)

(2.34b)

4. If 4> is a solution of (2.33) then it is immediate that via multiplication by A(p and I dQ we have

I V(A<J>) 12dD. = I Vtp 12dQ (2.35)
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Proof of Lemma 2.7

Multiply both sides of (2.33a) by h • V(A<}>) and integrate J d£2.
Left hand side: We have by (A.8), (2.33d), (2.34a-b), (2.35)

J A(A<)))h • V(A<())dQ = -yJ I V(A<b)l2/i -vdr+(Y-l)Xj IV<t>l2dQ (2.36)
Right hand side:

xj §h • V(A<())dQ
by (A.5)

= xj A<b<t>* vdT-Xj A<t>div(<t>/i)dQ
by (A.3),(2.33b),(2.34b)

= -Xj A4>X • V<b¿fÍ2 - nXj^A4><|)(iii
by (A.8),(2.34a,b),(A.l)

= —x[ ^-h ■ V({)ífr+4í IV0IA -Ví/r + xf IV<t>l2d£2--^rf IV<t>l2dQJrdv 2Jr jq 2 Jq
-nXÍ ^-<t>dr + /iXf IV(J)l2di2Jr3v Jq

by(2.33b-c)

= JJr 1 V<t> I2h ■ \dT + (y + 1) xj I V<> 12dO.
But since <)) I = 0 we have I V<J> I = I~ I = 0. Therefore,I p ov

xj # • V(A<|>)dQ = (-| +1) xj^ I V<t> 12dn (2.37)
Setting (2.36) = (2.37) and simplifying we get

-•if I V(A<)>)12h ■ vdT = 2xj IV())l2dr (2.38)2 r Qi

Now if we analyze (2.38) we see that by (2.32) the left hand side is nonpositive and the right hand

side is nonnegative, therefore both sides must equal zero. This then implies V<b = 0 a.e. and hence, § = c

a.e. But we have that <j> eigenfunction implies <)> smooth, and together with (J)

fore, Lemma 2.7 and hence Theorem 2.6 are proved. □

r
= 0 we have <)> = 0. There-

Now that we have proven that A generates a C0-semigroup of contractions e on Z, it follows that
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E(t)<E(0) for f>0 (2.39)
This fact will be used crucially below. The next corollary is a consequence of the dissipative feedback per¬

turbation on the boundary.

Corollary 2.8

By choosing w = g\ = -G\A mw„ it follows that G\A mw, e L2((0,°°); L2(T)) and in fact
lz

II G\A-mw, II 2L.m = J“ II G\A^w, II\dt < y£(0) (2.40)
for all initial conditions [m'0,w1] e Z.

Proof ofCorollary 2,8

Let [ wo.wj ] e /D(A) and recall for convenience

E(t) = (2.41)

Now ■~-~-£(i) = ~“-<
2 dt 2 dt

f°!|. *A' |W0|
I*T |vV] 1

.H’0! _ At I|W°In'! | , e
Wi 1

\>Z
lw(0l iw(0i
l*’,(f)l ’ U(0l

via the proof of Lemma 2.5

(2.42)

Remark 2,9

We see that (2.42) shows that such a choice of g t does lead to an energy decrease as was demon¬

strated in another way (using Green’s formula) in Remark 2.2. □

Continuing the proof now we integrate dt both sides to obtain:
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í~»G^m^ld'-bTXíE^‘b^JrÍEm
= ^E(0)-\ lim E(T)<E(0)L L 7-»~

where in the last inequality we used the contraction of the semigroup, i.e., (2.39). Extension by continuity

yields (2.38) for all [w0,wi] e Z. □

Theorem 2.10

Let the radial vector field assumption (2.20) on Q hold. Then for any [wq.W]] e Z we have that

E(t) =
w(i , W0 , Wi)
W,(f , Wo , Wj)

2

11 z -» 0 as i -> +oo (2.43)

Proof of Theorem 2,10

The above result follows by appealing to the Nagy-Foias-Fogel decomposition theory [L], Since

e^‘ is a Co-contraction semigroup by Theorem 2.6, the Hilbert space Z can be decomposed in a unique

way into the orthogonal sum;

Z = Zcnu®Zu (2.44)

where both Zcnu and Zu are reducing subspaces for e and its adjoint.

It is also true that

(i) on Zcnu, e^‘ is completely nonunitary and weakly stable

(ii) on Z„, e^‘ is a C0-unitary group.

In our case, Zu= { 0 } , the trivial subspace, because otherwise an application of Stone’s theorem

[P] would guarantee at least one eigenvalue of A on the imaginary axis, but this is clearly false due to

Theorem 2.6. Hence Z = Zcnu and therefore e is weakly stable on Z. However, since A has compact

resolvent, it follows that e^‘ is stable in the strong topology of Z[B], Therefore, e^‘z -> 0 as t -> +°° for

all z e Z and strong stability is verified. □



CHAPTER 3
UNIFORM STABILIZATION

3.1 Preliminaries. Change of Variables

Recall our feedback system

w„ + A2w = 0 in Q = (0,<»)xfi (a)

w(0,-) = w0 w,(0,-) = w, in Q 00

w\ =Si = ~ t-[4(i4_ww,)]
■l OV

on Z = (0,«») x r (c)

dw I ~

WS!=0 on Z (d)

and the corresponding "energy" E (t) defined by the squared norm of the semigroup

iw-iw- iuA,|*°| lt| = II |Z,col III - IU-*v,l£ (3.D
We want to show that under suitable assumptions on £2 the energy E (t) decays uniformly, exponen¬

tially to zero. More precisely there exists constants C, 5 > 0 such that for any

[ Wo,W] ] e Z = [ID(A11*)]' x [¡D(Ay*)Y the corresponding solution of (3.0) satisfies

E (0 < Ce^Ei0) for all t> 0 (3.2)

The proof of (3.2) will require a different approach than was used in Chapter 2 to achieve strong sta¬

bility. The proof will involve multipliers, but before we can proceed a change of variables must be ini¬
tiated. Let

p(t) = A~3nw,(t) for [ wq.wj ] e Z (3.3)

Then since w,(0 e [ID(A31*)]' i.e. A“3Mw,(f) e L2(£2), it follows that

A3*p (t) = Av*A~3aw,(t) = A~3*w,(t) g L2(£2). Thus

-22-
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So in particular

pit) e ID(A31*) = {/e//>(a):/|r=f|r=o}
(a)

(b)
(3.4)

Now recalling (2.15) we have using (3.3)
p, = A-mw„ = A-^[-Aw -AG\G\A-1/2w,]

= -A-mw-A-inGiG¡A~mwl

Differentiating once more in time and using A~mw, = Ap and A~mw„ = Ap, we get
ptt = -Ap-A mG\G*Ap,

and hence

p„+A2p = -A ~mG i G *Ap,
P(0,-)=Po=A~3nwl, p,(0,-) =pi =-A~mw0 - A~mG\G\A~mW\

• p\ =0■l

in Q
in Q

on Z

on Z

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.6)

(.a)

0b)

(c) (3.7)

Cd)

3.2 Uniform Stabilization

Our main result referred to in Chapter 1 as Theorem 1.3 is as follows:

Theorem 3.1

Assume that there exists a point x0 e IR" so that the radial vector field defined by h (x) = (x-x0)

satisfies

h (x) • v > y > 0 on T (3.8)
where v is the unit outward normal, then there exists positive constants C, 8 such that

E(/) < Ce~^E(0) for all />0 (3.9)
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will follow directly from the next theorem, by taking lim in (3.10) and invokingp-»o

Datko’s theorem [D.l],
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Theorem 3.2

Under the same assumption (3.8) as in the above theorem, there exists a constant K such that for all

initial data [w'0,w'1] e Z (therefore yielding £(0) < +°° ) and all 0 < P <1 it follows that

1*^1 llz* = jV2prll«Ai|M,“| \\zdt<KEQ)) (3.10)

Proof of Theorem 3.2 (A multiplier approach)

First, we take initial data smooth [w0,W] ]e £>(A) (see 2.17b), which then guarantees

[w(i),w,(f)] e C([0,T];/D(A)) for all T < °° and find the desired estimate with K independent of

[ wq.Wj ] and of p. Then extension by continuity yields (3.10) for all initial data [wd.wJ e Z.

Now we recall our starting identity which we derived in the appendices via the multipliers

e~2■ V(Ap) and e~2^Apdi\h (recall (C.8)):

J e-W(K±P)_h . s/{Ap)d'L- 1J e-W\V(Ap)\2h -vd£ + e-^^^-ApdZ
= jQe~m 1 VP>11(iQ + iQe~^‘1 V0V) 12dQ ~ 2fij e'^p,/! ■ V(Ap)dQ
- npj^e'2^1ptApdQ - j^e~2^‘A~mGiG\A~inp,h ■ V(Ap)dQ
- 4f e 2IM4 1/2GiG\AptApdQ - lim e p,, /t-V(Ap) >n2 Jq r->~L
- 4 lim [e_2pi< pt, Ap>a2 ít —> °°L -I 0

(3.11a)

= I Vp, 12dQ + f e-V I V(Ap)\2dQ - Qx -Q2-Q2-Q<-L, - L2-2 (3.Hb)

where the Q¿, i = 1,2,3,4 are the corresponding integrals over Q and the £,, i = 1,2 are the corresponding

limit terms. The first two integrals are most important as we shall see below. Next we prove:

Lemma 3.3

There exists a constant C 1 such that

II &P lip SCi 11 A y*p ||^ (3.12)
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Proof

2 2
First by trace theory [L-M] ||Ap|| <C||A/?|| Hm(a)

2

< C 11 Ap 11 since II1 (Q) is a stronger topology

= C || Ap +C || |v(Ap)| by definition

< C 11 A mp 1+ CCp3 11 Awp ||^ by norm equivalaence

^ C || A-Wp || L(Q) II A3/V |£ + CCp3 II A**p |£ = C, || A*p \\2a □
We continue the proof of Theorem 3.2 which will be divide into seven steps.

Step 1 : Absorption of the boundary terms in (3.11). Let Mhb = m^x\h\2 and choose Ej > 0, e2 > 0
such that

z,Mhb < 1 (3.13a)

nC\
e2——— < cq (3.13b)

where as in Lemma 3.3 and oq to be given below.

Before proceeding, note that the following inequality will be used extensively below:
For any e > 0 ; 2a¿? < ea2 + ^b2 (*)

Next we operate on the left hand side (L.H.S) of equation (3.11) by using (*) with et and e2 as well

as the assumption on h ■ v to obtain:

f -W<K^Pih . V(A ~)dz_U e-W\V(Ap)\2h-vdl+ 4Í pdZJl 3v 2Jl 2 av
< —f £-20* | 1+ oMhb f e-2p/IV(Ap)l2dI-^[ e~2^ IV(Ap)l2dZ,

C] av 2 ■>£

+ ¿4e_2P‘l^|2¿£+E4l/_ai'l|ipl|2r‘'1
s(— + e2f)E(0) + (e,m*-h\ e-',?Jm,\p)\2dl+ IIA“p ll>El L L Zj0 “

where the E(0) term follows by using (2.40) and we have also used Lemma 3.3 for the Ap term.

Now we can drop the middle term because by (3.13a) e1MWj--^-<0 and use the fact that

IU3aVIIq= ||A-3/4w, ||^ <£(i) toobtain:
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(L.H.S.) of (3.11) <íT1£;(0) + -^^-J“e"2pí£:(í)dí (3.14)
where Ki = — +—.

Ei 2e2
Finally, utilizing (3.14) in (3.11) and isolating the important terms we obtain:

\ \Vp,\2dQ + ¡ e^lV(Ap)\2dQ <KxE{0) + ~^\~e-WE(t)dt
+ Q\ +Qi + 03 + <2 4 +L\ +l2 (3.15)

Step 2 : Isolating the energy integral e~2^E (t)dt. First since p, e D(A1M) there exists a constant

Cp i > 0 such that

II M \\l>CPl |U>,|¿[L-T.2]
Similarly p e 1D{Aw) implies the existence of Cp2 > 0 such that

|| | V(Ap)| ||^ - CPi II AMp ||^[L-T.2]

(3.16)

(3.17)

Next using (3.15) and (3.16) we have

IIM |£ >Q>, \\Al«p,\\l
= Cpx || A~ww ||2 + 2Cp,Re< , A'™GxG\A~mwt >a + Cpx ||A^G^A^w, ||2a

1
Now to bound below we use lab > -za2 b2 on the middle term and taking e = — we obtain

II M |£ >^~ ||A-1/4w \\2a-Cpx \\A-wG,G\A-mwt ||
Also it is immediate that

|| |V(Ap)| |¿>Cp3||A>|¿=Cp3lM-ww(||2n
Putting the pieces together in a Lemma:

Lemma 3.4

(3.18)

(3.19)

Let a! = min { Cp3 }
and K2-Cp\ || A mG\ || L(r,Q)

Then J e~2^ I Vp, 12dQ + J e~^‘ I V(Ap)\2dQ > axj^e-^E(t)dt - K2E(0)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)
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Proof

f e“2pí I V(Ap) 12dQ + \ e-W I Vp, 12d<2
by (3.18), (3.19)

> Cp3\~e-W || |\2adi + ^-JV2* || A'1'4* ||*ár-C/»1jV2pí ||A^G^A"»*, ||\dt
^«.JV2^ || A -w |\2a + || A -w, |£] *-CPl II A—G, || L<r.n)J~ II GjA^ |%dt
>by (2.40) ajJV^EÍOdí-Cpj ||A-1MG, Iko-.Q^W. □

Collecting our results so far we have via (3.13b), (3.15), (3.22) that

a2Jo e ^‘E(t)di <Af3£(0) + L1 +L2 + Q\ + Q2 + Q3 + C?4
where

K3=Kx+K2

and

/1C1
“2 = ai _ £2~2~ > 0

Step 3 : Handling the limit terms arising from integration by parts in time.

(3.23)

(3.24a)

(3.24b)

Remark 3.5

The following will be used in evaluating the limit terms in (3.23). Since we are taking initial condi¬

tions [ w0,wj ] e £>(A) we have by the regularity theory [L-T.5], [w(/), w,(/)] e C([0,7’]; 10(A)), i.e.,
w(t) e C([0,r]; H'm and w,(t) e C([0,T] ; [/D(A1,4)]0.

I VV I A I ^0 I

Computing || I^J || /D(A) = IUA'|W]| H ®(A)
. .Wn, . , Wn 1 1 Wq ,

= i| AeA'|(V| I || z = II«A'A|b,J IIzS I|A|wJ||z (3.25)
where we have used 0 e p(A) quoted in Theorem 2.6. Hence we have that

2 1 . |w01 2
II w || //'(Q)+ || A 1/4w( ||Q < || A|Wi j || z for all / >0 (3.26)
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Now letting Mh = I h 12 we have

|rlim Pt(T) , h ■ V(Ap(T)) >a | < II P'<T) l£ + Mh || Ay*p(T) |£
by (3.5), (3.9)

< lim e-W 2 || A-1'4 || L(n) || A~y*w(T) || n

2 || A~mG\G\A~xi* || L(n) II A-Mw,(T) ||n +A/*£(0)

by (3.26)

“ ríí»e_2^T ( CE(0) + 2 II A~mG\G\A'* || l<o) l|A|w°| Hz}=° (3.27)

A similar computation shows that j^lim e 2PT< pt(T), Ap(T) >Q j = 0 (3.28)
Hence we have that/,! +L2 = -< p\ , h • V(Ap0) >n - y< p\ , Ap0 >a
= < A-iaw0+A-mGlG\A-mwl,h-V(Ap0)>il + ^< A'mw0 +A^G xG\A~mwx, Ap0 >n (3.29)

Step 4 : Handling the terms premultiplied by p, i.e. the terms Q \ and Q2. First

M-W0e Wp¡h ■ V(Ap)dQ |
II p, |£ +PtfJV* II |V(Ap)| |\2adt

by (3.5)

í2V\\A-'»\\ua)¡~e-2V\\A-'«W\\2Qdt
+ 2P || A~mG\ || L(r.a)\^e~2^ II G^w, ||\dt + pA1hCp,\~e~W || A^w, |¿di
< 2p( || A_1M || 2Un)+MhCp,)\™e-WE(t)dt + \| AWG, || L(r,o) E(0)

2

(where we have used the facts that || A“1/4w || <E(t) and similarly
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A 3,4w, | |n < E (t) as well as (2.40))

<[ II A-1* || L(n)+A/*C/>3+ || A~mG, || L(r>n)] E(0) = K4E(0)
where we also have used E(t)<E (0) for all r > 0 (contraction of the semigroup) and

2P
A similar computation shows that there exists a constant K5 (independent off) ) such that

Q21 <K5E(0)
Thus we arrive at

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

Lemma 3.7

Let AT6 = AT3 -t- -t- Ars (3.33)

Then a2\°°e-WE(t)dt<K6E(0) + Q3 + Q4 + < Amw0 +A~mGxG\A xaw^ , h • V(Ap0) >nJo

+ j< A-1/2w0 +A-mGxG\A'mwx , Ap0>n (3.34)

Proof

Follows immediately by using (3.29), (3.30), (3.32) in (3.23). □

Now having dispersed with the "lower order" terms, our task is to absorb the more difficult interior

integrals.

Step 5 : The term ¡23. We apply integration by parts in time with dv = A"mG\G\A~mwt,
u = e~2^‘h ■ V(Ap) to obtain

f e~2^A~mGxG\A~mwtth ■ V(Ap)dQ = lim Íe-2|3í< A~mG\G\A~mwt, h ■ V(Ap) >n
JQ t—>«>L J o

+ itf^e-WA ^G^A ^w.h ■ V(Ap)dQ - f e-^A^GiG¡A'*1wlh • V(Ap,)dQ (3.35)
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Part A

Since \\A ^GxG\A-^Wl(T)\\2a< \\A-™GXG\A-'* ||2L(Q) || ||A ww,(r)|¿
, A Iw0| ,

by(3.26) < ||A-1'2G1GlA-1*||L(il) ||A|WJ \\z
an argument exactly like the one used to obtain (3.27) yields:

lme~^T< A-mGxG\A mwt(J), h • V(Ap(T)) >a = 0 (3.36)

Thus we only have a contribution from t = 0, i.e.,

Part B

2pJo°°e-2P'< A-mGxG\A-mw,, h ■ V(Ap) >adt
< 2pjV2^ || A mGlG*1A-1/2wl \+ 2pM*JV2* || V(Ap) ||\dt
<(2 || A-1/2Gi \\2L(r il)+MhCp3)E(0) (3.38)

where we have used (2.39), (2.40) and (3.31)

PartC The following Lemma will enable us to handle the remaining term and hence complete Step 5.

Lemma 3.8

For h € [C2(Q)]b we have that there exists a constant Ch such that

|| A~m(h • V(Ap,)) ||* <Ch \\Ax,Ap, ||* (3.39a)

Remark

Since ¡D(A'a) = Hq(Q.) (see [L-T.2, Appendix C]) so that [¡D(Am)Y = 2) (with equivalent

norms) we have

|| A~iri(h • V(Ap,)) || n = || h • V(Ap,) || [JD(A10)]' = IU • V(Ap,) || H^(a) (3.39b)

Claim Let z e /T2(i2), h e C2(Q). Then hz e H~2(Q).

Proof of claim (See also [L-M, Vol I, Theorem 7.3, p31])

By assumption <z, g >a = I zgdQ.<°° \g e Hq(ü) and we want to show that
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< hz, g> = \Qzhgdn <°° ; ge H20(il).
Thus it suffices to show hg e ll\ (Q), if g e //o(Q). Clearly hg e H2(Q). So we must show

= 0
r

but%| =/il g| = 0 since# e //o(£2).
•r *r ‘r

Also^-\= V(/tf) • v = { , 0hg\ , • • • ,(hg\] ■ [v,,v2, • • • ,v„] }
= { lhx,g + hgx>]vj + [hXtg + hgXi]v2 + • • • + [h^g + /z#*Jv„ } | = 0

sinceg £ //¡¡(Q) implies g\ =gx< =gx I = •=&. =0 □•r 'r 'r ■r

Proof of Lemma 3.8

Using the above claim in (3.39b) we have

II A~m(h ■ V(/ty,)) || o = || h • V(Ap,)) || w-(n)
— 11 ^(Ap¡) || W-*(Q)

iCMh\\p,\\H\a) by [L-M, Vol I]

< CMhCpx || | Vp,| || ü by Poincare Inequality

<Ch 11 A l,*p, || a via norm equivalence □

Continuing Part C, choose e3 > 0 such that 2CAe3 < a2.

Now we compute mw,h ■ V(Ap,)dQ |

,JV-|< GxG\A-inw,, A~ia(h ■ V(Ap,)) >a\dt

(3.40)

by (3.39a)

< || G, ||2L(rjfí)jo00||GlA-1'2w,||^í + C*Jo00e-2‘lí||A1'V,|¿dí
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by (2.40),(*)

< || C, ll2L(r.a)£<°)+ T1!»"'"®'11 l£<* +2Crf,JV»' ||A"V ||*i

II G, || E(0) + 2Che3\~e-WE(t)dt

= AT8£(0) + 2C*e3jV2pí£(f)ár (3.41)
Again organizing our results we have

Lemma 3.9

LetK9 = K6 + K1 + Kii (3.42)
and a3 = a2 - 2C*e3 > 0 (3.43)
then a3 fV2p,£(f)<* <^9£(0) + g4 + < A~mw0 , h • V(Ap0) >n

Jo

+ -|< A-^Wo+A-^GiGlA-^W! , Ap0 >a (3.44)

Proof

The proof follows directly by utilizing (3.36), (3.38) and (3.41) in (3.34) and taking advantage of the

cancellation of terms

< A^wo +A^CjGlA-’^! , h ■V(Ap0)>n-< A-'aGxG\A~mwx , h • V(Ap0) >n
= < A-Ww0 , A • V(Ap0) >n □

Before beginning Step 6, the following Lemma will be needed.

Lemma 3.10

The L2-norm of Ap is bounded by the initial energy £(0), i.e.,

llalla- IM>Hq= l|A-“it*‘/>||¿s IU-“||2L(Q) ||a*v>|£
- HA -'lli^, IU-“».,||2 s IU-II^ews IU- ll2L(O)£<0) (3.45)
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Proof

II Amp \\^ = < Ap , p >a = < A(Ap), p >a
by (A.O) = < Ap , Ap >a + ¡r^-pdr-¡rAp^dV
by (3.4a,b) = < Ap , Ap >a = || Ap ||2 □

Step 6 : The term g4. As in Step 5, we begin with integration by parts in time with

dv = A~iaGiG*A~mwa, u = e~2^tAp to obtain:

«T e-WA-v2G G]A-v2WttApdQ = 1 Um \e-V‘< A-mG,G\A-mwt, Ap >J T
2 JQ 2r-»ooL J o

+ npf e-WA ^G^A^W'ApdQ-^i e'^A^G xG\Amw,AptdQ
JQ 2Jf)

(3.46)

Now we begin a three part process as in step 5.

Part A Using (3.26) and (3.45) it follows directly that

£ lim <T2pr< A~mGxG\A~xaw,(J), Ap(T) >a<^C lim e~^T = 0 (3.47)2 7->~ 2 T

So again we have only a contribution from r = 0 i.e.

-2pi< A-^GiG*A-inWi t A/, >1 r = _A< , Ap„ >n (3-48)Jo 2
— lim
2 T->~

Part B

npjV2^ A-lflG1GlA-1/2wl, Ap >nd/
<np || A~mG\ ||2L(r n) JV21" II GxA~mwt ||2di + npJQ e“2pi || Ap ||*dt

by (2.40), (3.32), (3.45) < »IU-“G1||2L(r>Q)+-|||A-u*||
2

L(£2) E(0) = KwE(0)

Part C For C2 as given below, choose e4>0 such that

e4nC2 ||A-1M || L(n) <a3

|-fj e_2P'< A-1/2G,G;A-1/2w( , Ap, >ndQ |

(3.49)

(3.50)

“ f CiGjA-^w,, A w(Ap,)>iJ|de
s£JV* || G,GM"“w, |¿« + ^JV® |U-“(/V,) l£« (3.51)
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Examine the integral on the right in (3.51)

Using the facts that ID(Am) = ¡¡l (Q) [L-T.2 , Appendix C] (3.52a)
and 11 A/ 112[{.2{il) < C2 || /1£ [L-M, Vol. 1] (3.52b)

2 2 2
We have || A 12Ap, ||^ = || Ap, || = II 4Pt II [//g(ii)]'

= ||AftIIÍ^^2||A||^C2||A-||aLw) \\A'»Pl\\2a (3.53)
so continuing (3.51) < || Gx 11 L(r, O)g (°)+ *2 * ^ A^L(il)i0 e^ W^P* Hadt

*£ II G> ll2L(r.fl)£(°) +E^2 IIA- W2Ua)\~e~mEWt
+ í4«c2||a-wg1 ll2L(ríl)£(0)
= KnE(0) + e4nC2 || A-1'4 j~e-*E(f)dt (3.54)

Lemma 3.11

Let Ki2=K9 + Kl0 + KU (3.55)
and 0(4 = a3 - e4nC2 || A 1/4 || > 0 (3.56)
Then 0(4 f e'^E^dt <KnE(0) + < A'mw0 , h ■ V(Ap0) >n

Jo

+ —< A 1,2w0 , Apo (3.57)

Proof

The proof follows again directly using (3.48), (3.49), (3.54) and again utilizing the cancellation of
terms:

A-mw0 + A mGxG\A I/2w, , Ap0 >q--j< A 1/2G1GÍA"1/2h'1 , Ap0 >n
= Y< A~mwo , Ap0 >n □

Step 7 : The initial conditions.

First, I < A“1/2w0 , h ■ V(Ap0) >q l<

<

II A”1/2w0 ||^ + MhCpi || A3/4W! ||2
11 A 1/4 ||2L(n) + A/*Cp3J £(0) = AT 13£ (0) (3.58)
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Second, ly< A , Ap0 >QI < || A 1/2w0 ||^ + || Ap0 ||^j
<f[ IIA'” 11 L(ii)E (0)+ IM'1- llUH = " 11/41,4 l|L(n)£(0) = ^^(0)

where we have applied Lemma 3.10 for the Ap0 term.
Finally using (3.58), (3.59) in (3.57) we have

a^re-2^E(t)dt<Kl5E(0)
Jo

where K \$ = K\2 +K+K^

K i5

Dividing (3.60) by oc, > 0 and letting K =— Theorem 3.2 is proved. □
CÍ4

Now the proof of the main result (Theorem 3.1) will follow easily from the below quoted result

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

Theorem (Datko) IB, page 1761

Suppose T(t) is a semigroup on a Banach space X. If for all x e X

II T(t)x ||^ dr < o®

then the semigroup is uniformly (exponentially) stable, i.e., there exists constants C,5 > 0 such that
II r(0 II LOO for all f>0 □

Proof of Theorem 3.1

We have seen that [ e_2^£(r)d/ <KE(0) where A" is a constant independent of P e (0,1] and of
Jo

[ vvo.W! ] e ID(A). Thus taking the lim we get
P—>0

\°°E(t)dt<KE(0) (3.62)Jo

But E(t) is simply the squared norm of the semigroup applied to any initial conditions [ w0,>vi ] e jD(A)
and hence by continuity all [ Wo.wq ] e Z, i.e,

A I I 2
substituting E(t)= || I ||7 into (3.62),|Wi I z,

weget Jo ||eA/JWiJ \\^dt<KE(0) < OO
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Thus by Datko’s Theorem there exists C ¡ ,8] >0 such that

IUA' II L(Z) ^Cle~s't andhence II II l(Z) ~ C'e ^
therefore by taking C -Cj and 8 = 25x we have

£(0=IUa'Q ills IUA,llí.(Z)ll|";|lllsce-£(0)
which is exactly our uniform stabilization result. □



APPENDIX A
BASIC IDENTITIES

Let/, g be scalar functions, and h (x) e C2(Q) vector field. The following identities will be needed:

Green’s Second Theorem j^A/gd£2 - j A^/aQ=J %-gdr- f |f/drrdv Jr^v
(A.O)

Green’s First Theorem f AfgdQ = f -^-gdT- f->r3v6 Jfí Vf-VgdQ.
(A.l)

Divergence Theorem J^div/idíl = J •vdr (A.2)

div(/7i) = h • V/+/div/i (A.3)

fh • V/= 1* • V(/2) (A.4)

| A • VfdSl = j (divfh - fdi\h)d£l = J^vdr- j^/div/idQ (A.5)

V/-V(/2 ■V/) = //V/-V/+|/I V(l V/l2) (A.6)

dh\ 3/ii
3x] 3xb

where //(x) -

dhn a/zB
dxi 3xb

V/ • V(/div/i) = /V(div/i) • V/+ I V/l 2divfi (A.7)

fh ■ V/d£l = • V/dr- |Jr I v/l2/, • vdr
- J //'V/ • Vfdi2 + I V/l 2d\\hdQ. (A.8)

-37-
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Proof of (A.8):

Multiply A/by h • V/, integrate j^dQ, and successively apply (A.l), (A.6), and (A.5).

j^Afh • V/dQ = J£/i • v/dr - JqV/ • v(* • YfldQ
= J J£<h ‘W - JQ"V/' v/d£i - ' V('V/l2)dQ
= J J£/t • V/dr - J^//V/ • Y/d£2 - yJr i V/l 2/t • Vdr +yI V/l 2diWidQ

Another useful identity arises by applying (A.l), (A.7) to get:

J^Aj/div/idQ = j^4y/div/idr - V/ ■ V(/div/i)dQ
= J^/div/idr - J^/V(divA) • V/dQ - I V/l 2divfcdQ (A.9)



APPENDIX B

TO HANDLE DIFFERENCE OF ENERGY TERM

We multiply both sides of our equation p„ + A2p = -A mG¡G\Ap, by e ^Apdivh with 0<P<1 and

integrate both sides over Q: j^Q = JqJ0 <^t^-
p„ term: First integrate by parts in time, and then apply (A.9) to get:

f plte~2^Apdi\hdtdil = limie-2^^ p,, Apdiv/i >nr-^oL J o

+ 2$^^e'2^1App,di\hdQ - jAp,p,di\hdQ
= lim [e_2p,< p,, Apdiv/i >nl + 2pf e~2^‘App,divhdQ
r->~L Jo JQ

- j^e 2^t-^ptd\\hd'L + j^e 2^p,V(div/i) • VpidQ + j^e Wp, \2divhdQ'Q
(B.l)

A2p term : First apply (A.l) and then (A.7) to get:

j e 2^tA(Ap)ApdivhdQ = j^e ApdivhdI. - 2^‘V(Ap) ■ V(Apdi\h)dQ
= f e~2^ ApdivhdI, - f e^ApVfdiv/i) • V(Ap)dQ - f e~2^ I V(Ap)\2di\hdQ (B.2)

dv JQ JQ
Now isolating difference of energy term and multiplying by ~ we get:

4-f e 2p/ I Wp, 12-1 V(Ap) 121 di\hdQ =—lim Íc 2^,< />, , Apdiv/i >n
2 L J 2 J o

- pj^e^Ap/^div/idQ + y _2pi-J^-p,divhd'L- yj^e-2(5Ip,V(div/i) ■ Vp,dQ
- yj^e-2^ Apdiv/idE + yj^e^ApVidiv/i) • Vp,dQ
- ^^e'2^1A~mG xG\Ap,Apd\\hdQ (B.3)
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APPENDIX C
TO OBTAIN GENERAL IDENTITY

We multiply our equation p„ + A2p = -A mGlG\Ap, by e • V(Ap) with 0 < P < 1, and

integrate both sides over Q as in Appendix B.

p„ term: First integrate by parts in time, then successively apply (A.5) and (A.3) to get:

f f Pae ,2p/h ■ V(Ap)dfd£2 = lim e 2p/< p,, h-V(Ap) >Q1
JqJ0 r-^L J o

+ 2P f e-Wp.h • V(Ap)dQ - \ e-Wpth ■ V(Ap,)dQJQ JQ

= lim [<r2p'< p,, h-W(Ap) >Q1 + 2p| e~2fapth ■ V(Ap)dQr->~L Jo JQ

- J e^AptPth • vdZ +1 e~2^1Ap,div(p,h)dQ^ Q

- lim
T—>°°L[e~2tu< p,, h-V(Ap) >Q1 T + 2pf e-^p'h ■ V{Ap)dQ-\ e~^1Aptp,h ■ vdli Jo jo Jy.

f@e ^‘Ap,h • Vp,dQ + jne 2^‘Ap,p,divhdQQ
(C.i)

Next, we will apply (A.8) to j e 2^Ap,h • Vp,dQ and (A.9) to j^e 2^‘Ap,p,di\hdQ simultaneously to
obtain:

U p,,e
= lim I”<T2p,< p,, h-V(Ap) >Q1 T + 2pf e^p.h ■ V(Ap)dQ - f e^Ap.p.h ■ vdl
r-*~L J o JQ

-261 dPt
2 JQ^ h ■ Vp,dl. - 2pí I Vp, 12h ■ vdl - J « ^H^Pt' Vp,d(2 + ^jne 2PÍ' ^P‘'2div/zdQ

dp,
d,qi\na¿j- i+ J e 2pí-^-p,div/zdZ-J e 2p,p,V(div/i) • Vp,dQ - J e ^ I Vp, 12di\hdQ (C.2)

-40-
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A2p term: Applying (A.8) we get:

f p)h • V(Ap)dQ ■ V(Ap)dl

-2 4e_2f5í'V(AP)'2/1 “ ÍQe ^‘HV(Ap)' V(Ap)dC + iig e~m 1 V(Ap) 12divW2 (C.3)
Now we put all boundary terms on the left side, all interior terms on the right side and simplify to obtain:

-f e ^AptPth • vd£ + J e • Vp,dS-e 2^IVp,l2/z-vdl
+ | e~2^^-p,divhdZ + /i • V(Ap)dZ- ^ W(&P)\2h • vdZ
= - lim [e_2^< p,, /rV(Ap) >nl - 2fif e_2pip,A • V(Ap)dQT->~L Jo

+ 2(li//V(Ap) • V(Ap)dQ + f@e ^//Vp, • Vp,d(2
+ J e ^(VCdiv/i) • Vp,d(2 +

-2PÍ

2JG
IVp,l2- IV(Ap)l: div/idg

- f^e~2^A-mGxG\Ap,h ■ V(Ap)dQ
Before proceeding we make some simplifications which arise due to the boundary conditions.

(C.4)

Since p I = 1 = 0 it is immediate that
Iy dV ly

dp,
p\~ av

= o

Also Vp^rand Vp,^r imply I Vp I = I 1 = 0 on ToV

and I Vp, I = I 1 = 0 on T
dv

And by utilizing h (*) = (x-x0) the radial vector field, we have that

// (*) = 1 identity matrix
- divA = n = dim £2

V(divA) = 0

(C.5)

(C.6)

(C.7)
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Now inserting (B.3) for the difference of energy term in (C.4) and utilizing the simplifications (C.5), (C.6)
and (C.7), we finally arrive at the desired identity:

1 V(A/,) 12/1 ■vdS + 2 ~vt^d¡?'ApdT'
= -lim[e-2pi< p,, h-V(Ap) >Q1 ^ lim [e-2pi< p,, hp >nlr-*~L Jo 2 t—x»l J o

- 2pf e-^p,h ■ V(Ap)dQ - ntfe-Wp.ApdQ
+ f e-2pí I Vp, \2dQ+[ e~W I V(Ap) 12dQ
JQ JQ

-[ e-^A-^G^Ap.h • V(Ap)dQ - ■£[ (C.8)Je 2 J<2
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